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Scaling Fintech. 8 Recipes For
Banking Disruption, As Told By
Fintech Founders and Chief
Executives

Hardly any other industry emerged as powerful as fintech in recent
years. Many fintech startups have faded but just as many have crossed
the chasm and forced incumbent players to change their ways of thinking and doing business.
At Netguru, we are thrilled by the pace fintech changed the banking
game, and that’s why we wrote this ebook.
Sure, we’ve delivered software and apps or taken care of UX and UI for
fintech companies. But we’ve also wanted to explore more to find the
essence and key ingredients of successful growth in the fintech industry.

•
•
•

What makes some fintech startups stand out from the crowd?
What forces and actions have driven their growth?
What failures have they made, but still succeeded in growing, scaling, expanding, bringing in hoards of customers, and raising funding?
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We’ve spoken to a number of founders, CEOs, CTOs, COOs, CFOs,
and other C-level executives from the eight leading fintech companies.
In total, those companies have raised over $600m in funding. They are
also supported by the world’s best-known financial brands such as Visa,
PayPal, BBVA, Allianz.
We wanted to understand their motives, habits, strategies, and ways
of thinking about the industry, competition, customers, and managing
teams of achievers.
Feel free to share this ebook with whoever you think might benefit from
the insights.
Should you have your own fintech story to tell – drop us a line on
fintech@netguru.co Any feedback is more than welcome.
Here’s to your successful scaling!
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A Recipe for Banking
Disruption? Lego Bricks and No
Background in Finance. CTO of
solarisBank Shares His Lessons
Talking to
Peter Grosskopf / CTO solarisBank
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From this interview, you will learn:

•
•

How Peter Grosskopf, solarisBank’s CTO, scaled up a tech team
How having no financial background was actually the prerequisite
in his leading role in the banking platform

•
•

What Lego bricks have in common with digital banking
What the recent investment by BBVA might mean for the
Berlin-based fintech startup.

For anyone not yet familiar with the company: solarisBank is a Berlin-based, 150-person tech company with a full banking license, serving
60 corporate customers. It all started with the concept of building solarisBank as the first banking platform native to the digital economy –
a platform that would enable any company to offer financial services.
A few years ago, fintech startups used to working in the agile way,
were struggling with lengthy and inefficient setup processes with
traditional banks.
“Traditional banks have been a drag on the digital economy because
they were unable to keep up with the financial needs of companies
like Zalando. We’re fixing this problem by creating Banking as a Platform” the quote from Marko Wenthin, Board Member of solarisBank,
explains it in plain words.
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From the left: COO Andreas Bittner, CEO Dr. Roland Folz, CTO Peter Grosskopf, CCO Marko Wenthin.
Photo: Max Threlfall

The Berlin-based fintech decided to fill this gap in the market. And it
is making waves at a pace rarely seen before in the financial industry. The company was established in Berlin in 2015 as part of Finleap,
a fintech company builder, and launched in March 2016. It took them
less than three years to build the platform, scale up a team, and raise
almost €100m in funding rounds with Arvato, BBVA, Visa, Lakestar or
ABN AMRO’s Digital Impact Fund among their investors (Why this investment makes sense for BBVA - read here).
Want to learn more about the way solarisBank does business? Read
Netguru’s interview with Peter Grosskopf, CTO of solarisBank, former
CTO of HitFox Group and the software engineering company, Zweitag.
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Back at the university, I had always
thought that finance was the worst and
most boring thing in life, so I would have
never imagined having anything to do
with the financial industry. Today, I know
that it all gave me a headstart in the
industry. I was not biased because of my
background.

“

“

Tomasz Grynkiewicz, Netguru: You have been able to convince
BBVA, one of the biggest banks in Europe, to bet their money on
solarisBank. What does this investment mean to your company?
Peter Grosskopf, CTO of solarisBank: It is a confirmation that we did
an incredible job within the last two years since our launch to build
something valuable. BBVA is one of the world’s most innovative banking groups, which sees a lot of potential in the fintech space. We are
happy to be one of the names, amongst Atom Bank and others, on the
BBVA’s investment portfolio.
What does it mean to you as CTO of solarisBank?
Before BBVA’s investment, I was involved in the technical due diligence,
and we had a couple of touch points with the BBVA’s innovation lab as
well as people from their blockchain department. I’m expecting that we
will have cool and innovative projects together. SolarisBank is active in
Europe, and BBVA is already a global company. We could imagine that
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we can leverage ourselves through them to become more global and
also to have some joint projects with a global reach.
Fingers crossed. Correct me if I’m wrong, but before joining
solarisBank, you had had no previous experience in financial
industry whatsoever.
None at all. Back at the university, I had always thought that finance
was the worst and most boring thing in life, so I would have never imagined having anything to do with the financial industry. Today, I know
that it all gave me a headstart in the industry. I was not biased because
of my background, and I was able to look at the fintech space and
come up with new ideas, seeing what technology could enable there
and how we could use digitisation to change the way banks operate.
Have the founders raised any objections to hiring a CTO without
any financial background?
On the contrary, they were pushing for it. This was an opportunity to bring
two worlds together: banking and a startup approach to technology.
There are many different interpretations of the role a CTO plays at
a company. A CTO could be a person who has the broadest knowledge of technology in the company or a manager who enables the
tech part of the company to scale, or anywhere in between. Where
is Peter Grosskopf located on that spectrum?
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The expert can take the ownership and
drive the topic further, and I can focus
on different things that need to be built
as well. It is like a process of mitosis –
a single cell splits into two cells, then
divides into four cells and so on. Following
that path, we were able to grow to a team
of 30+ developers within the first year.

“

“

I see myself in the middle. I have a strong technical understanding,
but I don’t claim that I am the most knowledgeable tech person in the
world. If this was the case, then I would always be the bottleneck. My
role at solarisBank is to be the driver of innovation. I’m very curious
about new technologies, as well as new use cases of the existing technology. Nowadays, I am focusing on research topics.
One of my projects of last year was to build a data platform that would
be compliant with regulation and data privacy laws that we need to
follow as a bank. My role was to have the initial idea, pitch it to the
management, have the first people build a prototype, and then find
people to take the project over as a permanent team. Now, as the project is running on its own, I’m involved only as a person providing the
vision and direction.
SolarisBank started from scratch and built a real banking platform.
What are the lessons you’ve learnt over these two years as a CTO? How
did you manage to scale the tech team and the product so quickly?
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My job at solarisBank, when we speak of day-to-day operations, changes every two weeks. It’s about having an idea, bring it up, find specialists for that topic, hand it over, then launch it. Only then we were, and
still are, able to scale.
Why is it so necessary for growth?
When we started, we needed to build a cloud-like deployment and delivery environment on our own. Of course, I could have sat down and
built it myself, but hiring an expert – someone who’ve done it a couple
of times – made much more sense. I believe that this way of doing
things is essential for fast growth.
Why?
The expert can take the ownership and drive the topic further, and I can
focus on different things that need to be built as well. It is like a process of mitosis – a single cell splits into two cells, then divides into four
cells and so on. Following that path, we were able to grow to a team
of 30+ developers within the first year. And I think this has been an impressive growth, because in the same year, we applied for and received
the banking licence and made our first revenue. After the first year we
had our Head of Engineering Ingmar Krusch start as well, who became
responsible for scaling the day to day engineering organization and
I started to take care of innovation and research topics.
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One of the crucial factors of our success
was that we managed to find people who
could take responsibility. If you want to
scale as a team and simultaneously as
a company, you will only succeed when
you divide work. If everybody’s doing
the same stuff, and decisions need to be
taken only on the consensus, it’s not cost
– or time-effective.

“

“

It all happened amazingly fast. I would assume that building the
infrastructure for solarisBank banking-as-a-platform would rather
be a long-term game for patient investors. How did you manage to
raise money in such short time?
It was possible because we built everything in a way that enabled us to
generate revenues early on. We started with a relatively simple architecture. And from there, we began to build more sophisticated projects,
turning solarisBank into a more service-oriented infrastructure. Today,
we have 12 teams working as the tech team – they develop different
products and services. Each of these teams was created with that splitting-the-cell method.
What qualities were you looking for while recruiting?
One of the crucial factors of our success was that we managed to find
people who could take responsibility. If you want to scale as a team
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and simultaneously as a company, you will only succeed when you divide work. If everybody’s doing the same stuff, and decisions need to
be taken only on the consensus, it’s not cost- or time-effective.
You need to have teams with leaders that are eager to take the ownership. The same rule applies to any partners that solarisBank has collaborated with, including Netguru.
I believe our companies share similar values.
And this is what I appreciate in working with Netguru: that you take
the ownership, you’re experienced, and that we can rely on you. I know
from my experience that Netguru is used to working in remote settings,
where your clients trust that you will try to build things in the way they
like to have it, even when you’re not present in their offices. I’m happy
to say that so far it worked tremendously well for solarisBank.
Thank you for your kind words. Coming back to solarisBank: the
competition on the market is fierce. What features or values helped
solarisBank to stand out from the fintech crowd?
I like to compare our platform to be Amazon’s AWS for banking. If you
browse the web or use an app, it’s very likely they are run on AWS data
centres. The real magic happens in the background. You don’t know where
the servers are located, and you don’t care where the web comes from.
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The idea behind solarisBank is that we want to push banking back to
the infrastructure level, where we provide the services that you can integrate with to build your bank with our APIs. We have a full banking
licence received from the European Central Bank. Therefore, we can
grant various different companies a license umbrella, making solarisBank that infrastructure provider.
What do this umbrella and your banking platform mean in practice?
It means that you can build your own “bank” on top of our platform hire
us to do the background job, and, in the meantime, you can focus on
your core business. We split all the services that the bank can do onto
different kinds of technical APIs. We call them bricks.

This is how the solarisBank’s umbrella looks like
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Like Lego bricks?
Exactly. Our partners can pick the bricks they require and assemble custom solutions that fit their business needs. It’s like playing with Lego bricks
so that you can have different functionalities in different combinations.
So we provide APIs for opening bank accounts, including the KYC
(Know Your Customer) process of authentication, we provide APIs for
wiring money from A to B, scoring, giving loans, etc. Moreover, we
offer banking bricks for services for different legal entities such as
natural persons or SME’s.
Last year, we kicked-off a process to evaluate solarisBank’s position in
the cryptocurrency and blockchain environment. We are open to working with crypto-startups, and we started to build infrastructure in that
environment. We feel that this technology might also be, at some point,
disrupting the banking business model. Therefore it’s important to start
now and see how this will evolve.
What products, technologies or ideas inspire you in the further development of solarisBank?
I got the cryptocurrency and blockchain bug somewhere in 2016. It is
quite an intensive relation; I read about those topics for many hours each
week. I am still not bored. This reminds me of the time back in 2005 when
I discovered Ruby on Rails. I felt so inspired that I got caught in a kind of
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a black hole and fell into it to explore an utterly new galaxy. Ten years
later, it happened to me again with cryptocurrencies and blockchain.

Peter Grosskopf got a cryptocurrency (not necessarily the Bitcoin) and blockchain bug in 2016.

The German fintech community seems to be booming. A lot of
great companies fixing the banking industry come from Germany, such as N26, Clark, SMACC, Friendsurance, Finiata, Kontist or
Penta. How would you rate the German banking industry’s approach to innovation?
I don’t think about traditional banking a lot. However, it seems to me
that many German banks are relatively “uninnovative” in comparison
with their counterparts in other regions. For instance, I have touch
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points with banks from Norway. And I have the feeling that in Norway,
the market for fintech is tiny because the functionalities that are provided by traditional banks are quite good.
So there is not much space left for innovation for the newcomers?
The better banks are, the less fintech you need. Fintech, in general,
started to make room for itself by unbundling the banking experience,
taking functionalities from banks and making it better. Today, we have
a different market situation in which many fintech companies cannot
provide any service without the bank. On the other hand, banks realised that they are too slow to innovate and, therefore, some forms of
collaboration with fintech might be essential.
What is solarisBank’s place in the financial ecosystem of the
future then?
We believe that we can, step by step, introduce more innovative
financial products. We have already raised the bar for the banking
industry, and this is also our way forward to keep changing everything
related to the banking.

A Fintech Born out of
Frustration. How the Leading
Paris Neobank Came to Be
Talking to
Alex Prot / CEO & Co-founder at Qonto
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Fed up with the low level of banking services in France, two entrepreneurs
decided to have a crack at business banking. Since the launch in 2016,
the Qonto team has grown from the founding duo to 80 people. They
have attracted over 20,000 small businesses to their bank and closed two
funding rounds, pocketing about €12m. To learn more about the Qonto
way, read our interview with Alex Prot, co-founder and CEO at Qonto.
Tomasz Grynkiewicz, Netguru: If I would put an acquisition offer for
Qonto on the table right now, would you sell the company?
Alex Prot, co-founder and CEO at Qonto: No.
Regardless of the price?
Any price anybody could offer won’t be right today. I wouldn’t feel comfortable if I had a big check in my pocket and wouldn’t have to get out
of bed tomorrow. I’m happy doing what I’m doing now, and I’d be happy to grow Qonto for the next years.
So if I would ask you again in five years...
Maybe, just maybe, you would get a different answer then. But our ambition is to replace traditional banking. We believe we could lay the foundations for something bigger. The next few years will all be about scaling,
growing Qonto in France, and expanding to the other European countries.
Let me ask you about the beginnings. How did Qonto start in the
first place?
SCALING FINTECH
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The idea has been born out of frustration. My friend and business partner Steve Anavi (co-founder at Qonto) and I were struggling to find
a decent service from traditional banks for Smok.io, our first startup.
The French market was terrible with regards to digital experience – be
it mobile apps or web interfaces. The level of service and customer support desk was just as bad. And the pricing…
Let me guess. The pricing was not acceptable for small or even
midsize businesses, right?
Oh, it was far worse. Not only it was expensive, but it also lacked transparency. It was tough for us to understand what we were paying for. At
the end of every month we had some lines in our bank statement we
couldn’t understand.
That pain remained buried in our minds for a couple of years. After our
company got acquired, we realised we had the time and resources to
build something new. We knew that business banking was broken and
we decided to have a crack at it.
To start a company based only on personal experience – that
sounds risky to me.
We did not invest blindfolded. Before we even started to work on Qonto, we interviewed over a hundred small business owners. We talked
not just to digital startups, but also architects, Uber drivers, sole traders
etc. They all confirmed they were unhappy with their banking services.
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So we spent about a year building and designing the product, and we
launched Qonto in July last year.
Two years ago it was you and Steve Anavi at the company. What
does Qonto look like today?
Now we have 80 people on the team and over 20,000 customers. What
I’m especially proud of is that our customers are suggesting their friends,
co-worker, suppliers and anyone else to try and use Qonto. That is the
best marketing I could ever imagine.
What are the significant challenges ahead of your company?
Scaling as a team and growing as a company. In 2019, we’ll start expanding to other European countries. But the most critical goal is to
focus on having the best product and the best customer experience we
can get. We know for a fact that all metrics regarding customer satisfaction are highly correlated with our growth.
The kind of growth we expect poses some organisational challenges. Having in mind our expansion plans, we need to scale our tech team, sales team,
customer support team etc. We need to decide how to regroup teams, how
to align the recruiting efforts for our new offices and Paris headquarters.
All these puzzles you need to solve, big and small. Growing fast does add
complexity, but these are the kinds of challenges I’m happy to tackle.
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Qonto app - composition expenses member

Judging by my recent interviews, the shortage of qualified people
is the single most worrying fact for any fintech founder. How does
it look with Qonto?
If I could snap my fingers and have ten skilled developers more, five
top marketing or customer support persons more, I would hire them on
the spot. Finding the right people is not an easy task, France is no exception. The unemployment rate is going down; there is more demand
than supply, the industry in which Qonto operates is highly competitive.
So we’re happy that some of these people we were interviewing, many
of whom had the opportunity to choose between Google, Facebook,
some French startups or Qonto, ended up joining us.
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Long story short, the market is tough right now.
It is, but it is also a good check if what you’re doing makes sense. In
a way, if you’re not able to attract the right people, it’s because there is
something wrong in the way you’re organising the team, in your company culture, strategy, or the product itself.
How do you ensure that Qonto is an attractive place to work and
remains that way?
I think we’ve shown our ambition in what we’re doing. The whole team
understands that after the somewhat moderate success with our first
company, Steve and I want to make a lasting impact. Moreover, we’re
transparent and clear about things going on in the company: results,
numbers, processes etc. We have all-hands meetings, where each
month we discuss anything related to Qonto.
But the most important thing is to make sure that your team is doing
their jobs and learning at the same time. Your employees need to see
the impact they have on the products they build; they need to understand how they all contribute to the growth of the company.
What’s interesting is that even the largest fintech companies that have
been quite successful, the likes of N26, Transferwise, and Revolut, are
also fighting for talent. The challenge is not only in getting the right
people, but also keeping them in-house.
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What makes Qonto stand out from the fintech crowd?
We are the first fintech addressing a vast spectrum of small businesses, from 1 person to 100-strong teams, from established to newly incorporated companies. The second thing is that we’re not only offering them one account or one card, but are working to able to replace
all of traditional banking.
We’re not there yet; it’s not going to be an overnight job. But our goal
is evident right from the start. I think that’s unique.
What is so unique?
Most fintech companies in France or Europe focus on a single use
case and narrow market segments. Let’s say they have an excellent
offer for corporates, but they don’t have anything to offer to freelancers. Or let’s say they’ve designed the best payment card ever, but they
won’t serve any other needs.
There are many neobanks which started with consumer banking.

“

Some of them already count their customers in millions.

“
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I’m seeing what you’re getting at. Admittedly, we can’t compare ourselves with retail banking regarding numbers of users and revenue.
When it comes to margins and profitability, I’m not so sure who is in the
better shape though.
Anyway, that is not the point. Every once in a while I notice neobank announcing plans to enter the SMEs market. The problem is, SMEs, though
small, are still businesses, with needs far different from consumer banking.
What do small businesses need then?
Accounting, VAT declarations, invoicing. They need to be able to share
an account with other people on a team or with an accountant. That’s
why we were focused on having a multi-user account, with adjustable
rights and different user permissions etc. From day one, we thought of
what would be the best tool to make an entrepreneur’s life easier.
Replacing a bank is an ambitious task, and, as you’ve said, it’s not
an overnight job.
We’re not thinking of doing everything ourselves. We have a great current business account, but it’s going to be connected to a lot of different
services. One of the things we have on our roadmap is to sign a few partnerships over the next 12 months. Either for credit, factoring, or insurance.
We hear all the requests and questions from our clients. We see what’s
important to them and we can adjust our roadmap to find the best
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answers. We’ve done that already with iZettle, and Kantox for forex
transfers. We have a few more partnerships coming up.
Many fintech companies are collaborating with traditional banks.
Are you thinking of getting any of them as Qonto partners?
Right now we’re not willing to do anything with traditional banks.
It sounds as if you’ve just dug up the war axe.
No, no, no. It is not about ideology, I’m thinking about more pragmatic
reasons. Large banks are usually too slow and too complicated to partner
with fast-growing companies. Let me give you an example. You may have
heard about the partnership between Transferwise and the BPCE Group.
One of the top European fintech companies partnering with a large
French banking group. What is so extraordinary about that deal?
To be clear, I do not have access to any behind-the-scenes details. But
let me explain the way I see it. First, it took several months just to come
to an agreement. Second, both parties announced the partnership in
June, but it’s going to be live somewhere at the beginning of 2019.
So you don’t believe that there is a vast business opportunity coming out of that deal?
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On the contrary, since they have millions of clients. My point being: this
kind of partnership is probably right for an established fintech. In our
case, we’re still growing fast, and we are focusing on growing the company day after day. Day after day, literally. I’d say that finding out who
could be the right partner for a project that might be live in the next 18
months is not, as you may expect, the top priority for Qonto.
If you could go back in time, what would you do differently?
I would have learnt coding and started a business earlier. It’s never too
early to start a business.
Which companies inspire you (and why) regarding overall performance and strategy, customer experience, technological excellence?
Airbnb (amazing product and new market creation), Ikea (great operations), Nike (amazing branding/marketing).
What would be your piece of advice for founders of fintech startups?
Do not focus too much on the regulatory part but rather on the fact that
you’re dealing with people and businesses money. So having a great
product or service is the most important to build trust that is required
in that industry.

Insurance Done Right. How Two
Friends Disrupted The Industry
and Got Allianz on Board
Talking to
Robin von Hein / CEO & Co-founder at Simplesurance
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When they started, back in 2012, hardly anyone knew what insurtech
was about. Neither were many people aware of the young German startup. Fast forward to 2018, Simplesurance, a German fintech company, is
backed by both investor and e-commerce giants (Allianz and Rakuten,
respectively), and has also partnered with OnePlus, Huawei, and Revolut.
Simplesurance started as a cross-selling software provider for online
shops. The plugin they created enabled e-commerce merchants to offer
insurance at the checkout for TV’s, smartphones, fridges, bikes, musical
instruments, or eyeglasses. Now, the Berlin-based insurtech is also active
in digital bancassurance.
Read the interview with Robin von Hein, Simplesurance’s founder and
CEO to learn what markets they are about to conquer, how he envisions
his company in the next few years. You will also learn what von Hein underestimated at the very beginning.

Simplesurance’s founding duo. From the left: Joachim von Bonin, CFO and Robin von Hein, CEO.
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Tomasz Grynkiewicz, Netguru: How did you come up with the idea
for Simplesurance?
Robin von Hein, Simplesurance’s co-founder and CEO: It all started in
2011, when I was travelling in South Africa. I was intrigued by the way
locals bought insurance. They would do it via SMS, and it all looked
ridiculously easy comparing to the paperwork process we were used to
in Germany. Together with my business partner Joachim von Bonin we
bet on that trend, and the following year, we founded Simplesurance.
As of today, Simplesurance has over 2,500 partners. But I guess
your first steps weren’t the easiest.
In the beginning, it was all a matter of our efforts of persuasion. Both
insurance companies and e-commerce companies were sceptical. Insurers especially doubted the opportunities that we offered them, but they
soon realized that they were losing customers due to the digital transformation, and they needed new models of digital customer acquisition.
Eventually, they believed that the young startup had something to offer.
E-commerce, in particular, appreciated the benefits of cross-selling insurance at the point of sale. In times when more and more online stores
emerge, it’s crucial to have a sales experience that makes you stand
out from the crowd. With our technology, our partners can boost their
profits by offering customers a convenient post-sales service, and thus
increasing the level of customer satisfaction.
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How did customers react to Simplesurance?
To be honest, that was another hurdle for us. Simplesurance was founded before the big wave of insurtech ensued. Hence, most customers
were sceptical about entering into an insurance contract online, while
doing online shopping. They were used to individual consultancy and
a lot of paperwork.
How did you manage to get them to try a new and unconventional
way to buy insurance?
We focused on our product and customer experience. We dispelled
their doubts with our service. Our first products were convenient and
easy-to-use but also self-explanatory. We put a lot of effort into providing clear descriptions and Terms and Conditions transparently on
each of our partners’ websites as well as our own.

Schutzklick - one of the local brands in Simplesurance’s Group.
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It seems that you’ve changed the foundations the insurance industry has been standing on for years?
In fact, we did. Instead of going through lengthy and incomprehensible
documents, customers can now purchase insurance with just one click.
Customers love comprehensive, automated, and fast processes. In the
digital era, they expect solutions that work in real-time, which our technology can offer them.
Our algorithm-based cross-selling solutions analyse the data in the
shopping basket and offer insurance tailored to the products being
purchased. Also in our broker service, we make insurance offerings in
no time, by asking customers a few questions and automatically calculating the right offer.
What is the feedback you get from your users?
Customers enjoy all-around support, claim support available 24/7, fully
automated and cost neutral claim management, and fast repair management. They appreciate our insurances and warranty extensions, as
well as the outstanding customer experience with the purchase process
and claim handling.
What is the feedback you get from merchants?
Our e-commerce partners value our technical support and the additional revenue stream, and add-on service they can offer their cus-
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tomers. We make sure that our partners perform efficiently. Through
A/B-testing and other conversion rate optimisation measures, we strive
to boost our partners’ profit and margin continuously.
Back in May this year, you have secured a $24m funding round. In
total, Simplesurance has attracted around $50m from investors.
What helped you convince investors to your vision?
I think the keys to a successful funding round are as usual: the company’s overall growth, an attractive market, achieving targets, and mutual
trust. We have proven that we can scale: Simplesurance started in 2012,
after three years, we successfully expanded into 28 European countries.
One year later, we launched our product in the US market. As a result,
we are now one of the best-funded insurtech companies in the world.
What made Simplesurance stand out from the fintech crowd?
A number of things. Firstly, we had, and still have, the courage to innovate. As the first cross-selling insurance provider, we enjoy the early mover advantage, and thus we know the market better.
Secondly, our pioneering technology has been perfected over time and is
now multi-operational, which means that it works with different platforms.
Thirdly, we were able to find a global insurance partner with a vast
market and brand awareness, and we used this as a facilitator for
growth. Lastly, we cover a large part of the value chain, which means
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that our partners provide us with a distribution channel, but we take
care of all after-sales process such as customer support, claim management, and repair management.
I see Simplesurance’s speciality in developing new segments for
insurance products.
We offer product insurance for a large variety of products, ranging from
mobile and stationary electronics to furniture and household items,
strollers, sports equipment, glasses, music instruments, and watches.
We even offer cyber protection for online activities.
What do you mean by cyber protection?
That is the product that we are incredibly proud of. It covers various
areas. For instance, it covers no-delivery, delivery of defective goods,
lost or damaged shipments, or refused reimbursement during online

We have proven that we can scale:
Simplesurance started in 2012, after three
years, we successfully expanded into 28
European countries. One year later, we
launched our product in the US market.
As a result, we are now one of the bestfounded insurtech companies in the world.

“

“

shopping. But that insurance also supports our customers in case of financial loss associated with banking and misuse of credit cards on the
internet. Then, there is a data loss protection, which covers the recovery of data on a physical storage device caused by technical defects,
software errors, viruses, malware, or operating errors.
It seems like the only thing missing is cyberbullying.
Well, it’s not. Our product also gives a mobbing and cyberbullying protection, which offers coverage for the deletion and blocking of data that
would damage your e-reputation or be used for bullying. The possible
harmful cases include defamation on a blog, forum, social network or
website, and online harm. Also, there is coverage for legal advice related to cyber risks.
Impressive! With funding, innovative spirit and a vast range of
products, how do you perceive your competition?
We are competing in the insurance cosmos, which includes traditional
insurance companies and brokers. However, we don’t believe as much
in direct competition as in a partnership. We have partners in fintech,
insurance, e-commerce, and banking, and we offer coverage from
more than 160 insurance companies. By doing this, we create benefits
for every party involved and create a full win-win-situation. As far as
our cross-selling business is concerned, no player offers the same multi-operational technology.
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Let’s talk now about the future. What are your top three goals for
the next three years?
Firstly, global expansion. Secondly, after e-commerce, bancassurance,
and enterprise business, we want to enter new segments and expand
our insurance product portfolio. The third goal is to internationalise our
digital broker business.
Speaking of expansion, what markets seem most promising at the
moment?
The Asian market is interesting, because of the age and size of the
population and affinity to digital insurance solutions. Moreover, the
Asia-Pacific region is becoming increasingly important due to its fast
economic growth, especially in the insurance and financial sector.
If you succeed, what will Simplesurance look like in 2020?
In 2020, we will be the worldwide market leader for cross-selling insurance solutions as well as the leader in digital bancassurance. We will
also provide an insurance platform for simple access to insurance and
connect people and business along with all verticals.
In short, we want to be the first port of call for customers seeking insurance and provide an easy-to-use and lifelong insurance service.
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Management of Simplesurance. Joachim von Bonin (CFO), Robin von Hein (CEO), Victor Ruiz (CTO),
Dominik Bark (CIO), Manuel Kester (COO).

What do you perceive as significant obstacles that could impact
your vision?
The primary external challenges to us are regulatory compliance, as
the insurance and banking industries are the most regulated industries.
Especially the fintech and insurtech have to reconcile regulatory compliance for insurance and financial products and the data protection
regulations. At Simplesurance, however, we have found a perfect solution to that.
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Which is?
We’re working with FOS (Freedom of Service), which allows us to offer
the same products and services across Europe and always observe the
specific local regulations, compliance etc.
What about the future growth? Simplesurance now employs over
150 people, is it enough for your ambitions?
Obviously, we want to grow. A good team is the key to a successful
company. Only with the right mix of people with complementary skills,
knowledge, and talents can we achieve our goals as a company, and
remain competitive, innovative, and agile.
We strive to invest in our people and culture. I’m proud to say that in
2018, we are considered the 9th greatest employer in Berlin.
If you could go back in time, what would you have done differently?
I would have invested in the team earlier.
What would you have done faster?
I underestimated the importance of company culture. After six years,
we have built a fantastic company culture with a dynamic and motivated team, who share the same vision and work toward the same goal.
But I should have started that faster!
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What would you have refrained from?
I’m very proud of the success of Simplesurance and its brands, but now
I know that I would have refrained from building local brands and I’d
have started with one local brand.
If you were to name any company that inspires you and Simplesurance. Who would it be?
There are many other players out there. I would tip my hat to our cooperation partners such as Revolut, Rakuten, real, and OnePlus. What
they all have in common are a drive for innovation and sophisticated technology. Zhong An and Lemonade are also great examples of
customer-focused and technology-driven business models. We all have
the revolutionary spirit in common: we want to connect tradition with
the new economy.

The Fintech That Takes It All.
CEO of Raisin: We see a €15
Trillion Market Not Properly
Taken Care of by Banks
Talking to
Tamaz Georgadze / CEO & Founder at Raisin
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I believe there are various ways to tell the story of Raisin. But let me
take a shortcut. Here are some numbers behind the Berlin-based company that aims to build a leading one-stop shop for savings and investments in Europe.
Founded in 2013, Raisin:

•

has attracted over 120,00 customers, all of which invested close to
€6 billion using its savings tool;

•

more than doubled the number of employees in the past year to
around 220;

•

convinced 51 banks from 22 countries across Europe to its win-win
formula;

•

is rated by customers with a TrustScore of 9.3 (out of 10) and a Net
Promoter Score of 72.

- This are just our first steps in terms of democratising access at a low
cost for European investors - Tamaz Georgadze, CEO and founder of
Raisin, tells me.
Raisin raised close to $60 million, plus an undisclosed strategic investment by PayPal, in December 2017.
Before leading Raisin, Tamaz spent almost ten years as a partner at
McKinsey & Company, mostly serving some of the largest European
and Asian banks.
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Read the interview with Tamaz Georgadze to find out about the lessons he learnt as Raisin’s leader, see why he’s not worried about money
to spend on growing. Also, why he believes in the ‘Lego approach’ to
building leading market solutions.
Tomasz Grynkiewicz, Netguru: Raisin is growing tremendously
fast. From your perspective, what made you stand out from the
fintech crowd?
Tamaz Georgadze, CEO of Raisin: Many fintechs are concentrating on
a niche proposition which is at times easier to build but harder to scale
later. From the beginning, we have approached the broad European
market of savings and investments that is more than €15 trillion in size.
This way we were able to win a large number of customers in a short
period and grow fast.
What were the most important values that helped you accelerate?
We have always been eager to innovate and experiment around the
core product. We have been one of the first providers to get rid of the
account opening form, to allow instant access to online banking functionality after the registration; we have been one of the first to allow
third parties to use our APIs. All of this and, more generally, a positive
attitude towards change and external partnerships contributed to our
growth trajectory.
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How do you envision your company in three years? What is your
goal for 2020?
In a nutshell, we want to build the leading one-stop shop for savings
and investment in Europe in the coming years. As I’ve mentioned, we
see the €15 trillion private household wealth as an area which was not
adequately taken care of by banks or wealth managers. We want to offer the customers a far superior solution regarding experience, quality
and cost. But we need to ensure a couple of things to get there.
What are the next steps?
First, we need to continue to build the best consumer experience around
the core savings product. By now, we are offering around 200 different
products from 51 banks from 22 countries across Europe. The core is to
ensure that the breadth and attractiveness of the offers remain unparalleled in all our target markets.
Secondly, we need to ensure that our platforms are accessible to all

We have been the best-funded startup in
our area for the last several years, and we
will stay in this position. Growth funding
is not an issue in the current environment,
if the product and underlying economics
work well.

“

“

Europeans.

I thought the functionality is available to all European residents
through raisin.com?
That’s true, but we think that the convenience of the offers is much
higher on the local country domains, like raisin.es or weltsparen.de.
I assume it does mean a market expansion?
We launched very recently in the UK. We plan to expand in the Netherlands soon. More to come after that.
Any plans to go beyond savings?
Our WeltInvest product, built in partnership with Vanguard and BNP
Paribas, is a convenient, accessible and low-cost way to access capital
markets. Just a few months after the launch the proposition has several
thousand customers in Germany. This is just our first step in terms of
democratising access, at a low cost, for European investors.
‘To compete or to collaborate’ - there is an ongoing debate about
fintechs’ strategies towards incumbent players.
There will always be some fintechs that will be able to become incredibly
successful without collaborating with any incumbent bank. The majority
of successful fintechs, however, will be working with established players
in the financial industry. The ecosystems will get more fluid and solutions
more accessible for the consumers - which is a good trend to be part of.
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Raisin is an example of an extraordinary partner-winning company. How has a relatively unknown startup successfully signed on so
many partners?
The most challenging part was to convince the first out of our 51 deposit-taking bank partners to join our platform. As soon as we had proven
that our business model works and delivers results, it got easier. We are
being referred quite often by now. On the distribution side, it is beneficial to partner with leading neobanks and brokers in Europe – both
N26 and BinckBank have put a lot of thought and effort to translate
our APIs into a neat and convenient product experience.
Which partnerships were the hardest to get?
Large financial institutions, like AIB or NIBC, are harder to onboard
than smaller ones because of naturally more complex decision-making.
What do you expect from the recently announced joint project with
solarisBank and Alior Bank?
The new pan-European mobile bank will be offering excellent opportunities for all parties involved. Customers will be able to take
advantage of the services provided by Alior Bank, solarisBank, Raisin and Mastercard. It is just another example of a “lego” approach,
which builds on a partnership of specialists who are advanced in
their area, but believe that it takes more than one provider to create
a market-leading solution.
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In the savings area, Raisin receives a commission directly from its partner banks for each successful
investment made by customers. There are also some fees on investment products. The deposit service
is free of charge for customers.

Let’s discuss future challenges. What may hamper your further
growth? Regulatory compliance, robust competition?
We have been compliant from day one, and we see the ability to build
scalable solutions for the regulated industry as our strength. For example, we always seek regulatory guidance and clarity on licensing before
any market launch. In the future it will be of paramount importance for
regulators and for us to keep pace with the technical progress, be it on
digital KYC, biometrics, or instant payments.
What about competitors? There are many similar services across
the globe.
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Since we innovated the savings area, some followers launched across
the globe, e.g. Flagstone and Octopus Cash in the UK, Deposit Solutions and savedo in Germany, maxmyinterest in the US. We see it as
a massive endorsement by the industry for us and our concept. Local
competitors still lag far behind in terms of market reach and number of
banks products available.
In the end, though, the relevant competition for us are alternative offers
from banks, rather than fellow fintechs trying to pioneer and innovate
alongside us.
What about hiring talents? Every time I interview a fintech CEO
this is one of the most frequent pains that pops up.
This one indeed hampers our growth. We have been international from
day one and have been attracting a lot of talent to Berlin, but at a rate
which might have been even faster.
With over 200 employees, it seems that Raisin is growing at a breakneck pace.
And that is our internal challenge as well. To break down borders and
barriers is in our DNA. It takes a lot of effort to remain united in our vision and retaining the eagerness and speed of a startup.
If you had a chance to come back in time, what would you do differently?
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I would have hired tech talent faster and broader. Also, I’d iterate and
optimise the core product itself much faster.
Anything you’d stop yourself from doing?
From starting too many small initiatives, which runs a risk of de-focussing the team.
There is a lot of discussion in the media, Monzo’s a recent example,
about fintech profitability. Is Raisin profitable at the moment?
No. We are focused on delivering value to the customers and growing
our user base.
Do you have any plans for IPO?
None at the moment. We feel that there is ample room to grow with
our current funding.

We did not think that wealthy customers
will allocate large amounts to a relatively
young fintech service. Some customers with
millions in cash savings trust us a lot: every
time we onboard a new partner bank they
will invest an additional 100,000 euros.

“

“

Are you not afraid of being short of breath with funding and investments?
We have been the best-funded startup in our area for the last several
years, and we will stay in this position. Just in December 2017, we have
raised a sizeable strategic investment from PayPal, after raising another
sizeable round early in 2017. Growth funding is not an issue in the current
environment, if the product and underlying economics work well.
From one of your previous interviews I’ve learnt that “it takes two
to three years for a customer to become profitable to the company”. Did you manage to shorten that metric?
We have indeed shortened the payback period by increasing our customer loyalty (our NPS score has been stable over 70 in the last two
years) and decreasing acquisition costs. We have achieved the latter
through a conscious investment into our brand, resulting in a significant
shift towards more organic traffic (direct type-in, search of our brand,
referrals through customers).
Were you in any way surprised by how users used the Raisin product?
We did not think that wealthy customers will allocate large amounts to
a relatively young fintech service. Some customers with millions in cash
savings trust us a lot: every time we onboard a new partner bank they
will invest an additional 100,000 euros.
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As a final question. Which companies inspire you regarding strategy, customer experience, UX and technology?
Regarding strategy, Amazon has been amazing in conquering one market
after another. I like N26’s product and experience. Outside of fintech, I am,
as a consumer, amazed by Google Maps, an incredibly powerful tool.
Regarding UX, I liked the original Robinhood app UX a lot – simple
and neat. And Revolut has been impressive in rolling out functionality
across segments and countries.

5 Years Ago Nobody Took
Their Bank Seriously. Today
This Fintech Attracts 2,000
Customers a Day
Talking to
Maximilian Tayenthal / CFO & Co-founder at N26
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At first, traditional incumbent businesses seemed to neglect N26’s existence.
- About five years ago, they did not take us seriously. If we called ten
banks when we were looking for a partner, about eight of them did not
pick up the phone. At that time they thought our business model was
unrealistic - Maximilian Tayenthal, co-founder and CFO of N26 told me.
Together with his boyhood friend Valentin Stalf, they went on a mission
to “Spotify” banking and challenge the low quality of digital banking
products.
It turned out that their “no physical retail branches” strategy is possible. It also turned out that customers are eager to trust the app-bank
with a suite of mobile banking services designed for smartphones. And
investors are eager to bet their money on the N26’s strategy and team.
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N26 has raised $160 million in a recent Series C Funding round, which
was one of the largest equity financing round in the fintech industry in
Europe. Total funds raised as of today are $215 million. ‘N26 is a clear
frontrunner in mobile banking’ said Solmaz Altin, Chief Digital Officer
of the Allianz Group.
First neglected, today N26 is the role model for the best user experience
in mobile banking in Europe. The Berlin-based fintech built a beautifully designed app-bank, has its own banking infrastructure, a full banking licence, and over 850,000 customers scattered across 17 countries
in the eurozone.
It also is backed by the world’s renowned investors like Allianz X and
Tencent Holdings as well as one of Silicon Valley’s best-known investors
Peter Thiel, or the Chinese billionaire and telecoms magnate Li Ka-shing.
Whoever doubted that this digital underdog would become a valid
threat to high street banks is probably having second thoughts now.
And the N26 journey goes on. The founders have already envisioned an
even greater future for this venture.
- We want to become a full replacement for any other bank account in
the markets we operate in - CFO of N26 said.
By the end of 2020, the German company wants to reach around 5
million customers and expand beyond the eurozone. The year 2018 will
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be busy, and the whole N26 team is hyper-focused on growth. During
the course of the year, the Berlin fintech company will enter the already
crowded UK market (Starling Bank, Atom, Tandem, Monzo - watch out).
A wholly-owned New York subsidiary, a foot in the US fintech door, is
also established and the US market entry also on this year’s road map.
I spoke to Maximilian Tayenthal about N26’s vision, challenges and blockers. And about why he thinks that they need to remain agile forever.
Tomasz Grynkiewicz, Netguru: With more than 850,000 customers
and a banking licence, what will N26 look like in 2020?
Maximilian Tayenthal, co-founder of N26: Our vision is to build a bank
the world loves to use. Our focus is on growth. We want to become
a full replacement for any other bank account in the markets we operate in and reach 5 million customers by then.
Sounds like an ambitious goal.
We know how to scale our business. We founded in 2013, launched in
January 2015 and grew to 100,000 customers in the first year. It took us
only five months to increase from 300,000 to 500,000 customers last
year and have over 850,000 now. We are gaining, on average, 2,000
new customers every day.
N26’s growth path, much like the ones of some of your competitors
- Revolut or Monzo - surely surprised the banking institutions.
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Maximilian Tayenthal and Valentin Stalf, co-founders of N26.

We do not occupy ourselves with incumbent players. About five years
ago, they did not take us seriously. If we called ten banks while looking for a partner, about eight of them did not pick up the phone. Back
then, they thought our business model was not realistic. Today, we are
the role model for the best user experience in mobile banking in Europe. Our inspiration comes from Spotify and Google Maps, who offer
a great user experience, not from retail banks. I think the banking products are still far from what they should look like.
The old industry missed its chance to reinvent?
I think we will see significant changes in the banking industry in the next
5-10 years, as well as shifts in market share. Some traditional players will
accelerate their digitalisation efforts successfully, and others will fail.
As far as N26 is concerned, we are working and will continue to work
together with the most innovative fintech startups and traditional players to offer our customers best-in-class products on our marketplace
within the app, so partnerships in this area are always on our roadmap.
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N26 doesn’t disclose its financial records. What about your business model?
Our revenue streams are similar to those of traditional banks. We earn
money on interest and commissions. The major difference is that we
operate on a much lower cost base without an expensive branch network and outdated IT systems which require high maintenance costs.
We pass these benefits on to our customers.
Many people doubt that fintech is able to make money.
We lost money with customers when N26 was newly launched and we
operated on the infrastructure of a partner bank. But we were never
focused on short-term profits or customer monetisation early on. We
chose this path deliberately. Today, we have our own banking licence,
our own infrastructure and make money with each customer.
160 millions USD raised recently, that is a lot of resources in your
war chest. How are you going to spend it?
We want to fuel our growth, invest in the product and market expansion. As a bank of the future we believe we can take our platform to the
next level by increasing the usage of artificial intelligence. Banking will
be even smarter and more personalised than it is today, products will
be customised to the individual. The AI will allow us to become more
adaptive to customers’ needs and, based on their financial behaviour,
solve problems in a way that is currently missing in the industry.
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As far as I know, N26 has a very ambitious market expansion target
ahead for this year.
We have already announced our plans to enter the US and UK markets in 2018. The UK is one of the most advanced markets in Europe

regarding digital payment methods. Non-cash payments and e-commerce are the accepted norm. These advancements in technology have
fuelled strong demand for a fully fledged mobile banking experience.
The US is an exciting new market which offers a massive opportunity
for N26. Though the fintech environment is well advanced there, serving US customers comprises primarily niche and individual solutions. As
of yet, we do not see any genuinely mobile bank which is a potential full
replacement of any other bank account.
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What are the significant challenges in the industry which could impact N26’s vision?
We are operating on a European Passport (a banking licence granted
by the German regulator Bafin and the ECB), but we see that a pan-European banking alignment is missing. The same applies to compliance
topics, such as IBAN discrimination. Although there is a European standard on IBAN, in some countries customers experience discrimination.
What are the major internal challenges?
We must remain an agile company. The factor for success for larger
companies is to retain your innovation power, regardless of whether
you have 300, 600, or more employees. This is one of the most significant challenges.
Have you met with any significant surprises and disappointments
during the process of building N26’s market position?
Hiring tech talent in a highly competitive environment. Same applies to
other job profiles, such as marketing, where the overall education is still
very much focused on offline marketing. I think that if European countries want to stay competitive, they should boost education to cater to
the development of digitalisation.
How do you define your customers, who is your primary target?
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The majority of our customers are so-called ‘digital natives’ up to
35-years old, yet 40 percent of our customer base is over that threshold. I think it’s fair to say that N26 is attractive to all digital customers
who are looking for an easy to use, fast, transparent and contemporary
mobile banking experience.
In your view, what are the essential features and values that make
N26 stand out from the fintech crowd?
We have re-designed banking for the smartphone, not just developed
another interface. Every feature or product is available with only one
click directly in the N26 app. All processes (credit checks, applications
for overdraft, signing up for our insurance wallet, for fixed-term savings
or investments) take place in real-time. You can lock and unlock your
card, as well as change your pin, within the app. Everything is fully digital without any paperwork. Opening an account only takes 8 minutes.
We implemented 3D Mastercard Secure Code last year - it was the first
native app integration, and it made our online payments even safer.
What is the customers feedback? Do N26’s users value such features?
We have proof that they do. More than 50% of our growth is organic,
primarily driven by recommendations from existing customers who value the N26 user experience.
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Lorenz Jüngling, Chief Product Officer of N26, was one of our guests at Netguru’s Disruption Forum
Berlin Fintech.

N26’s is partnering with the most innovative fintechs and traditional players. Why not go alone, as you did with your licence, infrastructure and platform?
We want to offer our customers the best products on the market. We
partner for example with TransferWise for international money transfers, we partner with Vaamo for investments, with auxmoney for consumer credit, with Raisin for savings, and with Clark for insurance wallets and insurance services. Adding to this, our latest premium product,
the N26 Metal, comes with an exclusive partner program tailored to the
needs of the digital community, such as access to WeWork facilities.
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There are new legal changes in the EU market - new directives
and legislation dealing with the fintech industry. Do you treat it as
a threat or an opportunity?
We are regulated the same way as any other traditional German or
European bank, and therefore possible fintech legislations are not
a threat to us.
As to PSD2. The directive will bring significant changes to the banking
industry for years to come, and will drive innovation and competition in
the European market. On the one hand, it offers tremendous opportunities for financial institutions, but also for technology players, to better
fulfil the business needs of customers. As for customers, accessing the
best products in the market from various providers will become much
more convenient. Having an account with one bank does not necessarily
mean that you have to use it for all other financial products and services.
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If you had the chance for a quick retrospective, what would be the
advice you would give to the N26 of 2013?
I would keep it simple. Always solve a customer problem which is big
enough. Get customer feedback early, and become independent as
soon as possible to drive innovation and control costs.
What would be your word of advice to somebody setting up a fintech startup in 2018? What should they focus on first?
Meeting regulatory demands (where applicable), funding facilities, developing a product which solves a problem and has a market.

He Left Consulting to Disrupt
Insurance. Meet the Fintech
Pioneer with 100,000 Customers
and 25 Copycats
Talking to
Tim Kunde / Managing Director & Co-founder at Friendsurance
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Insurance, a travel startup, and insurance again. That would be the
shortest description of the professional career of Tim Kunde, a 38-yearold German on a mission to disrupt the insurance industry.
- We believe that dealing with insurance should bring a smile to your
face - Kunde, a Boston Consulting Group (BCG) alumnus, told me. He
thinks that Friendsurance, his brainchild inspired by Facebook, might
do just that.
- When we launched our peer-to-peer insurance model in 2010, it was
unique. Since then, more than 25 copycats have emerged across the
world - Kunde told me.
At BCG, he advised on consumer goods and insurance. At Rocket Internet, Kunde headed a travel startup. He left to conquer the digital
insurance space. As one of two managing directors of Friendsurance,
Tim Kunde is responsible for marketing, business development, sales, IT,
product, customer support, and CRM.
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As of today, the company has 100 employees, serves over 100,000 customers, and keeps innovating. In 2017 Friendsurance entered a new
segment with digital bancassurance. Early this year, the Berlin-based
company announced a partnership with Deutsche Bank, the first such
example of collaboration with the “old” banking industry.
- Thanks to our cooperation with Deutsche Bank, 5% of the bank’s online users will also use our integrated insurance platform - that is the
plan Kunde envisioned for the year 2020.
The basic idea of P2P insurance is simple: customers with the same type of
insurance (say private liability or car insurance) can create kind of a group
on the Friendsurance platform. They set up a shared pool, subtracted
from their premiums. The pool is used to settle minor claims. Any money
left is sent back to the customers, or - a better scenario - if no claims are
made in a given year, the customers receive a pre-agreed cashback.
In the German market, Friendsurance currently operates as an independent insurance broker with more than 70 domestic insurance partners, including AXA. The company gets money from insurance companies for serving customers and looking after them. The claims-free
cashback is available with a range of retail products, such as car insurance, home insurance, legal expenses, and private liability insurance.
In 2016 Friendsurance raised over $15m in Series B funding. The round
was led by Horizons Ventures.
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I talked to Tim Kunde, founder and managing director of Friendsurance, to learn what his company is planning to do next.
Tomasz Grynkiewicz, Netguru: What are the most critical features and
values that made Friendsurance stand out from the fintech crowd?
Tim Kunde, Friendsurance: We’re the pioneer of peer-to-peer insurances. And we’re still pioneering the industry, lately with our new bancassurance platform. This pioneering spirit is part of our DNA and always
pushes us to go further and to think ahead.
You’ve recently partnered up with Deutsche Bank. How will that
kind of partnership play out for Friendsurance? How many alliances are you involved in as of today?
Thanks to our cooperation with Deutsche Bank, 5% of the bank’s online
users will also use our integrated insurance platform. Besides Deutsche
Bank, we cooperate with several fintech companies: Aboalarm, Fino,
Savedroid and Bonify. In the future, we want to offer our bancassurance platform to more private bank customers and partner with other
banks, as well. These partnerships allow us to reach a broader customer
base, to which we can offer our customer-friendly insurance solutions.
What feedback are you getting from your users?
They love the cashback bonus they receive if their group remains
claims-free. They love our dashboard, which replaces insurance folders
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As a pioneer and the first company with
a claims-free bonus through a P2P model
and a modular insurance platform for
banks, the only inspiration we made
use of were user tests to figure out what
customers want.

“

“

and provides an excellent overview of all relevant insurance data. And
they love our Friendsurance app, which makes it possible to get these
valuable pieces of information anywhere, anytime.
European fintech companies are starting to challenge overseas
markets. What is Friendsurance’s approach?
When we launched our peer-to-peer insurance model in 2010, it was utterly unique. Since then, more than 25 copycats have emerged across
the world, and a new segment solely for peer-to-peer insurance has been
established with Friendsurance as the segment leader. We expect that
peer-to-peer insurance will become a market standard in the long term.
We have international ambitions and a model that can be applied in
any market. In 2016, we announced our expansion to Australia. Besides
our P2P model, our digital bancassurance platform also can be transferred to other markets. We are checking expansion possibilities for
both businesses, but don’t have concrete plans, yet.
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What are the essential values that fuel your product’s growth?
We believe that dealing with insurance should bring a smile to your
face. This vision encourages all of us to bring additional value to our
products and make them as convenient as possible. A good example
is our claims-free bonus. Thanks to the P2P approach we can offer our
customers a yearly cashback up to 40% of their insurance premiums
if their group remains claims-free. New contracts will already have the
Friendsurance concept built in, enabling customers to receive a yearly
cashback. Moreover, the claims-free bonus can also very easily be added to existing contracts, creating the most convenient way of saving insurance premiums – without any change in coverage, price or provider.
What about internal routines that are essential for the development of Friendsurance?
We have various internal routines which are essential for our teambuilding and the employees’ development. For example, our “all-hands”
is a weekly meeting including the whole company with the goal to keep
everybody updated on what happens in different departments. Another example is our continuous evaluation program, which takes place
twice a year and is a detailed feedback round. We make sure all employees are satisfied with their job and supported the way they need it.
What are the major challenges in the industry that could impact
Friendsurance’s vision?
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The industry is fast-moving. Therefore, the challenge is to keep up with
current developments. By entering a new business segment with digital
bancassurance in 2017, we adapted our digital insurance platform to
the customers’ demands for one place for all finances and integrated it
into their online banking.
Doing both our well-established peer-to-peer (P2P) insurance business
and our new bancassurance business is not easy. But digital bancassurance is a logical advancement of our P2P business, and both segments
profit from each other. And I believe this is a challenge we can handle.
What about the new legal changes coming up in the EU market?
The PSD2 directive is an excellent opportunity to offer exciting solutions to the customer with real added value. We welcome regulations
like this as they focus on the customers’ needs and demands.
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Who are your major competitors?
In Germany, we’re the only P2P player that gives customers a yearly cashback if no claims happened. Also, regarding the bancassurance business,
no provider built his kind of integrated platform in Germany so far.
To whom would you tip your hat?
As a pioneer and the first company with a claims-free bonus through
a P2P model and a modular insurance platform for banks, the only
inspiration we made use of were user tests to figure out what customers want. But, of course, there are many fintech players out there offering a simple service with sophisticated technology; we’d tip our hat
to them. Our cooperation partners such as Aboalarm, Fino, Savedroid
and Bonify are great examples of valuable fintechs with innovative and
customer-centric business models. What they have in common with us
is a pioneering spirit and an agile way of working.

No Shortcuts or Detours. How
a Team of London Engineers Is
Tackling The Fraud in the
On-Demand Economy
Talking to
Nick Lally / Chief Operating Officer & Co-founder at Ravelin
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For a casual observer, the fintech scene looks like a uniform rock: it is all
about digital banking alternatives (such as N26, Revolut, Tandem, Yoyo
Wallet or Monzo). As in any industry, the same logic applies here - companies with a B2C business model attract customers the fastest, raise
the largest investment rounds and, in the end, grab the most headlines.
In fact, the landscape is full of innovative companies working behind
the scenes to solve varied challenges. This is why I chose to speak with
Nick Lally, co-founder and Chief Operating Officer of Ravelin, a machine learning fraud detection firm.
Ravelin was founded in 2014 by former engineers from a taxi-hailing app,
who observed the impact of fraudulent payments on the global on-demand economy. The challenge they are trying to tackle is significant online fraud is outpacing the volume of e-commerce sales (source: LexisNexis Risk Solutions’ report, “2017 True Cost of Fraud”). The industry
puts the so-called ‘acceptable’ level of fraud at 1 percent of total sales.
Nonetheless, this is costly - LexisNexis estimates that for every dollar of
fraud mid to large e-commerce companies incur $3.37 in costs, which includes chargeback fees, merchandise replacement, and employee costs.
With new sales channels and on-demand apps, the fraud level is ever
growing. That is a “godsend for fraudsters”, as Martin Sweeney, co-founder of Ravelin, put it. “The instant gratification element of two taps is
seen in other areas of retail, with same-day delivery and click-and-collect. That’s a godsend for fraudsters because they rely on the consumer
having no time to notice anything’s wrong” - he said in an interview.
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Stats confirm the growing problem. “Mobile payment fraud already accounts for 2.6 percent of total revenues for merchants who offer that
capability,” said Paul Bjerke, vice president, fraud and identity management strategy, LexisNexis Risk Solutions.
Ravelin aims to lower the overall fraud level to 0.1 percent. The company co-founded by a team of five (Martin Sweeney, Nick Lally, Leonard Austin, Mairtin O’Riada and Stephen Whitworth) offers its solutions
to e-commerce merchants and basically any company that processes payments. Ravelin scores every action of every user and processes
thousands of signals, from on-site and in-app behaviour to the device
used, in order to spot anomalies.
It tries to prevent fraudulent payments and account takeovers. As of
today, the company serves brands such as Deliveroo (food delivery),
Kinguin (video game trading platform), and MyTaxi in detecting fraud.
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Read on to learn more insights from Nick Lally, COO of Ravelin. Nick
Lally is responsible for the commercial delivery of the Ravelin organisation, and loves building teams and empowering them to succeed.
Nick Lally is also a keen mentor and active in the UK start-up community.
Tomasz Grynkiewicz: What will Ravelin look like in 2020? What’s
your primary goal?
Nick Lally, COO of Ravelin: With global initiatives, such as open banking
and a bunch of payment regulation changes in Europe, the way e-commerce businesses collect revenue from their customers is going to start to
look different in 2020. Ravelin’s role will remain the same; we’ll focus on
how we can help these businesses allow the maximum number of good
transactions - however they are generated - without falling victim to fraud.
While we do this primarily for payment cards today, and that will be the
same in 2020, we will secure a much broader range of payment types, as
well as help our customers tackle the growing issues around identity fake
accounts, account takeovers and a plethora of terms of service abuses.
What are the major challenges in the industry that could impact
your vision?
There is a lot of complexity on how payments are going to develop, and
a lot of confusion around where the liability for fraud will fall. It’s a significant education effort for a business such as Ravelin to undertake,
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so we need to find the channels, bodies and partners who can help us
to spread the word.
I’ve read that Ravelin, like many companies with sophisticated machine learning systems, needs to deal with the so-called adoption
challenge.
It is important to underline that our machine learning models
aren’t there to eliminate a fraud team. They’re there to enhance
them. Our platform gives a business’ analysts the tools and insights they need to win the fight against chargebacks and fraud.
A lot of startups fail, but Ravelin succeeded. What values and principles were crucial in accelerating the growth of the company?
I think honesty is at the core of it. We have probably made more hard
calls than most start-ups, and walked away from some deals that
appear attractive but would be a major detour for us. Instead, we’ve
focused on delivering honest, straightforward advice and expectations to our clients and prospects about what we can deliver for their
business. As a fraud detection company, we use multiple technologies, including machine learning and behavioral analytics, to give the
best results for our clients.
What are the most important features and values that made Ravelin stand out from the fintech crowd?
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Pragmatism is at the heart of everything we do. Ravelin was born out
of a merchant environment dissatisfied with the incumbent fraud tools
in the industry. We created Ravelin to align with the dynamism of today’s fraud and to constantly adapt to the emerging threatscape.
What are your major markets to conquer?
We started very squarely at the centre of what we know well, which
is the on-demand app space. Some of the team at Ravelin worked at
an on-demand app previously, and it was the experience gained there
that made us realise that there was a gap for a real-time, machine
learning fraud tool that combined speed with accuracy.
Luckily these requirements are increasingly shared in other industries, so we’ve started to gain clients in ticketing, travel, gaming and
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retail e-commerce. As the fraudsters evolve, our business needs to
evolve with them. Over the next few years, we expect to see some
other sectors soon.
What about geographical expansion? European fintech companies are starting to challenge overseas markets. What is Ravelin’s
approach?
We operate across 93 countries already, because this is where the customers of our clients are placing orders. From Lima to Liverpool and from
Dubai to New York. We serve these clients from our London office currently, and we are likely to grow that soon, but I can’t say anything more!
There are new legal changes in the EU market coming (i.e. PSD2, GDPR).
Do you treat them as a threat or an opportunity?
These are huge opportunities, but the race is to understand what is
going to be useful to the market, understand how to productize it, and
then sell it. No one wants to understand these regulations, they just
want to comply and get on with their lives. The winners will be the
companies that can abstract that for businesses and allow them to
successfully grow their businesses and revenues in this new era.
From your point of view, what is inevitable when you start a fintech
company in 2018? What would be your advice to other players?
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Solve a real problem and solve it really well. By definition, that problem
will need to be quite small initially. And be patient. Part of success is
hanging around long enough.
Ravelin is a great example of machine learning. However, if you
were to tip your hat to any company you find inspirational, which
one would you choose?
Monzo. Great team, great product. I use it every day.

From Zero to 4.5m Users and
$20b in Coverage. Learn This
NY Fintech’s Secrets in Less
Than 15 minutes
Talking to
Justin Ternullo / Chief Design Officer at Policygenius
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The Policygenius story goes as follows: back in the day, two McKinsey
consultants were advising insurers on growth and marketing strategies.
They found a repetitive pattern: the insurers didn’t have a clue how to
engage with customers online. So they decided to start their own company to tackle that challenge.
In 2014, Jennifer Fitzgerald and Francois de Lame founded PolicyGenius (recently rebranded Policygenius), an online insurance brokerage
focusing on easy policy comparison.
The Brooklyn-based startup took the insurance industry by storm. They
quickly raised the bar for customer experience and raised more than
$50m from investors. But their secret weapon that won users’ hearts
was their exceptional digital experience. Right now, Policygenius has
more than 4.5 million shoppers, and has placed over $20 billion in coverage for American families.
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To get to the bottom of that successful ride, I spoke to Justin Ternullo,
Chief Design Officer at Policygenius.
Tomasz Grynkiewicz, Senior Editor at Netguru: Policygenius,
a young startup, is teaching the good old boys from the insurance
industry how to grow to 4,5 million shoppers in a short amount of
time. I bet the traditional insurers aren’t happy.
Justin Ternullo, Chief Design Officer at Policygenius: You would be surprised. If I weren’t in this company, I would assume the narrative is kind
of a David and Goliath thing, pulling out a slingshot and trying to take
down the big guys.
That’s a catchy headline, but that is just not the real story. Traditional
insurers don’t necessarily move as quickly as we can. But, at the end of
the day, we’re selling their products. It’s not an adversarial relationship.
If they do well, you do well?
Exactly. Insurers know that change is upon them. The life insurance
salesforce is ageing, the average age of an agent is 59 or something
close. So they know that they need to figure out a new direct path to
the consumer.
Distribution is a huge part of our focus, and we’re building relationships
with these carriers. We’re partners, not competitors. They’re excited
about what we’re doing in the space.
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How hard is it to design in a such regulated, stringent and formal environment? Banking and insurance seem to be tough nuts
to crack.
Yes, the fintech world and financial services, in general, have added
regulation. Inevitably, it limits us or adds layers of friction that would
otherwise not be needed. For example, we can’t incent shoppers in ways
that would be very standard for a typical e-commerce experience.
But honestly this space has more opportunities than restrictions. We’re
building the digital version of a user’s decision journey, the emotional path
to protect their stuff, themselves, or their family. Just within insurance, it’s
easy to see how much room for improvement there is on this front.
Whether we’re on the phone with one of our clients, or designing a new
piece of the experience - we focus on the conversation, the feedback,
the encouragement and education they need. That helps us to stay anchored as a design team and keep our eyes trained on just how much
better the journey could be.
Founders of Policygenius got you on board as chief of design early on. It might be a bit of a surprise - a lot of people claim that all
problems could be solved by tech and tech only.
Great point. When you’re trying to change the consumer mindset
around a dinosaur industry with a less-than-trustworthy reputation,
design plays a key role. The founders knew that from the beginning.
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And yeah, most people think of tech as a cure-all, but we try to have
a more balanced approach to problem solving. I think of it as offense
and defense (though I’ve never played a sport in my life). When most
people think of tech startups, they think of the “offense” - innovation,
disruption, using technology to push for change. And this is a huge part
of what we do at Policygenius. There’s a reason why we had the firstin-the-nation online life-insurance marketplace. That’s a part of the
nature of being a tech startup, that’s in our blood.
But the “defense” piece is equally important. Real impact doesn’t just
come from pushing boundaries, being on the bleeding edge with tech.
It’s also about acknowledging the reality of working in a slow-moving industry with ancient technology. If we ignored that we’d be trying to solve
problems with one hand tied behind our backs. For us, technology isn’t
the entire story. It’s a tool we use to make our expertise more accessible.
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So what are the major pains and obstacles for one of the hottest
NY insurtech companies?
Ha. The challenges are similar to other tech startups. Number one being - finding designers that see themselves primarily as problem solvers. Not an easy task, though.
I think that’s everybody’s anxiety nowadays - the shortage of right
people to fit the team. Any other challenges?
Keeping people hyper-focused on their hypothesis and speed. Making
sure we keep everybody on the same page. Pretty standard ‘team stuff’.
The main challenge for us, as we push to make the journey easier, is to
make sure the experience reflects our values and the way we communicate internally.
What do you mean by that?
Well, one of our users once said: “I always thought that if I found a friend
who understood insurance and we sat down over a beer, we could figure out what I need. And he could just explain everything to me and
show me my options. That’s what Policygenius felt like”.
We’re not 100 percent there yet, for sure, but that’s a great North Star
for what we’re really trying to do here.
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Most people think of tech as a cure-all,
but we try to habe a more balanced
approach to problem solving. For us,
techonology isn’t the entire story.

“

“

To head for the North Star, you need some routine.
True. We have some solid design practices, the table stakes for every
Policygenius design. Our designs are always:

•

Solutions - we begin with the problem we’re solving for the user, and
we end with that.

•

Contextual - we unearth the full context (user, market, team) and
reveal critical constraints (industry, tech).

•

Structured - we create well-organised, scannable experiences with
an emphasis on content hierarchy.

•
•

Efficient - we convey simplicity by doing more with less.
Hardened - we account for the many ways users experience our designs. Nothing is precious or brittle.
A lot of mottos...

Fair, but we use those more to keep everyone aligned on the basics so we
can spend our time on the tough stuff. That’s where our principles come
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in. They remind us what makes a good design, great. They have perspective. They’re not just empty phrases created to induce head nodding.
Can you give me an example?
Sure - one of the key principles is “IRL, not URL.” When we design we imagine the interaction happening in real life (IRL). This helps us tether ourselves to the emotional experience of the user. Otherwise, it can be easy
to lose the human to human connection amidst a bunch of cold screens.
Another principle is “Balanced Education.”
Education? I thought you were just selling insurance products
online.
Well, we’re building real relationships with our customers. That means
acknowledging that most of the time people don’t understand this stuff
and don’t know what they really need.
Hence the education angle?
Exactly. We’re making it easy to build, manage, and understand your
financial safety net. This often requires education to really empower
folks to make smart decisions.
Balance is key so we focus on progressive disclosure: what does the
user need to know, and when? The key is providing support without
overwhelming.
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Looking back four years, what are you the most proud of?
I remember the beginning when we were testing a simple PDF version of
our Insurance Checkup. We joked about how great it would be when the
founders didn’t have to hand type every recommendation. Looking back
just the last four years, how much we’ve grown and how much we’ve
built, it’s impressive. I don’t pat myself on the back a lot, but I’m definitely
proud of the team we’ve built. These guys are dedicated and resourceful,
and the main reason I don’t mind getting out of bed in the morning.
To be more specific - one of my happiest moments here was launching our rebrand this past December. When I joined the company, my
role was mainly about getting the team up and running, delivering an
MVP and helping the founders execute on their vision. Developing the
brand (at the time we were called KnowItOwl) was not a focus, and
definitely not my forte.
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The rebrand touched every single piece of our codebase, and had to be
launched before our first big marketing campaign. We were about to
become much more visible across the country, so the clock was ticking.
My designers had to translate our new brand identity across the entire
experience. The entire team delivered, on time, a new, beautiful experience. We got great feedback on it and, most importantly, we finally got
escape velocity from my mediocre branding.
After launch, we presented the data around impact during one of our internal demos (we have them every Friday, and they’re open to the whole
company). We said: “We’ve seen this much increase in conversion, we’ve
seen this much engagement, etc.”. It was important that everyone on the
team knew that this was about more than just a new face.
Any disappointments you’ve encountered during that time?
For sure. As a growing company, where we typically fell short was
around nailing our product process. Maybe the MVP wasn’t minimal
enough. Maybe we focused a little bit on the wrong thing, on the feature that wasn’t going to provide the most impact for users. Maybe
there was more churn than needed. All the little things that add up.
Voice, artificial intelligence, biometrics - there are a lot of innovations going on in tech. How might they impact and change the
design environment?
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We see these developments from time to time, whether it’s snapping
a photo of your license plate to get car insurance or using your Google
home device to apply for life insurance. I love to see these things push
the space. But where we tend to have the most impact for our customers is in innovating on things that aren’t quite as sexy. These technologies certainly change the landscape but we try to separate out the
novelty, from the real utility. There’s so much potential for simplifying
the insurance journey by simply harnessing the tech that already exists.
Policygenius is itself a great example of design thinking in action.
However, if you were to share other projects you find inspirational,
which ones would you choose?
There’s a bunch of people in the industry that are doing a great job.
But I’ll give two examples. First, TurboTax, the tax preparation software
- kind of an unlikely champion.
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It used to be seen as a straightforward input/output software experience, a slightly more robust calculator. But over the years their product
and design thinking has expanded.
They’re outstanding at leaning on behavioural psychology. They guide
you from complete ambiguity, not knowing much about how to do your
taxes, to feeling confident you’re good to go, and everything is buttoned up. They do this by heavy handedly reminding the user where
they are in the journey, what calculations TurboTax is doing in the background, and continuously driving home that everything has been ‘double-checked’. Sounds a bit silly, but here is no way you can leave their
product without knowing how they helped you.That’s important for
a product you only use once a year. They are great at making it clear
why you want to return next year. So I tip my hat to them.
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The second example?
Digit, an automated savings app. Their team has done a great job on
the engagement side. Digit, back in the day, figured out how to weave
their way into my brain and stay there.
First, they took an intimate channel - texts on my phone, and hooked
me with their onboarding (a series of well targeted Bill Murray GIFs and
pitch perfect copy). Then they made themselves useful by sending daily
bank account balances and updates on how much they were saving
for me. They pepper interactions with programmatic GIF responses for
delight, and impressively simplistic text-based commands. I think Digit
is an excellent example of knowing your audience and prioritizing emotional, human to human connections.

Netguru Meets Fintech

Netguru builds software that lets people do things differently. We specialise in ideation, design, frontend, backend, API, third-party integration.
We have vast experience in building products from scratch, taking over
projects that have been already in progress, but also in enhancing current products and adding additional features.

10+

500+

100+

Years of Operation

Experts on Board

Projects a year

Some of our projects
1. solarisBank - Banking-as-a-Platform
Netguru is a strategic technology partner for solarisBank, one of the
fastest growing fintech companies in Europe.
2. Skrill - global app for payments and saving
Skrill is one of the world’s largest online payments and Digital Wallet
providers with over 20 million account holders.
3. Finiata - automated invoice factoring for SMEs and freelancers
4. One of the Top 20 European Banks
Design System + Redesign of the banking app.

We are the part of the Fintech Community
We run Fintech Disruption Forums - including Revolut, Lloyds, Funding
Circle, Monese, Tide, solarisBank, N26, Penta.

